Technical writing is both an art and a science needing specialised skills. Writing in English is difficult enough without trying to explain complex technical and academic topics simply, accurately and in a set number of words.

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN AT THE HALF DAY WORKSHOP?
This will be a face to face writing workshop for people working in the scientific field whose second language is English. To extend this learning process we also offer tips for thinking like a scientist and online scientific writing support services.

THE WORKSHOP WILL HELP YOU TO:
- Plan your research
- Write your report or manuscript so that it:
  - addresses the project aims
  - presents results clearly
  - draws logical conclusions
  - makes relevant recommendations
- Structure and write your thesis or dissertation
- Publish your research in international peer-reviewed journals
- Write persuasive grant proposals and funding applications
- Prepare an oral presentation of your proposal, research or results

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
- Researchers wanting to communicate their ideas and results effectively
- Scientists and students who need to publish their research in international peer-reviewed journals
- Technical staff working for international companies and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) who need to write reports in English
- Students planning to go abroad for undergraduate or postgraduate science studies
- Researchers writing research proposals or applying for funding

Please note the workshop will take place within the APA13 Program (attendance is included within APA13 Registration), however maximum attendance will be capped at 20 participants – therefore you will need to book for this workshop if you wish to attend.

For further information and registration please email gaymarsden@hotmail.com

Date: Thursday 12th December
Max no's: 20 people
Cost: Included in APA13 Rego
Time: 9:00am start